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A History Of The Clan
Our present Chief is Sir Arthur’s daughter, Margaret Eliott of Redheugh, the 29th Elliot Clan Chief.
The primary purposes of this Society, which is headquartered in Redheugh, are to preserve the
history and traditions of the Clan, and to promote a spirit of kinship among its members.
History | Elliot Clan Society
Early history of the Elliot Clan. Some two years ago during a visit to Ilkley’s twin town of Coutances,
I happened to mention the name Elliot to a French friend, a retired surgeon of Breton origin, only to
meet his insistence that this was a Breton name.
Early history of the Elliot Clan | Elliot Clan Society
INTRODUCTION. No Campbell, or person of a related name, who was not brought up in Scotland
itself should ever feel that because they are out of touch with the incredible riches of their clan
heritage that they are in any way less a "Campbell."
Clan Campbell History | Clan Campbell
Clan Menzies Website. The Menzies Tartans Please click on tartan samples for further information
Clan Menzies :: History :: Tartan
Welcome to the official site of the House of Gordon USA, a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. Clan
Gordon has long influenced the history of Scotland and the world. Come learn about the history,
culture, music, literature, military feats, accomplishments and activities of the Gordon Clansmen
past and present!
House Of Gordon USA History
Other MacKinnon Clan Resources; Excerpt from The Scottish Highlanders by Charles MacKinnon;
MacKinnon and Scottish information contains an extensive list of MacKinnon and Scottish
information in general.; MacKinnon and Gaelic Info is a good MacKinnon resource including a list of
MacKinnons on the internet.; The Clan MacKinnon Society of North America is here and also here.
MacKinnon Clan History
Official O'Brien Webite : We hope to promote the O'Brien Clan Online offering information on the
surname family history, coat of arms/crest as well as our motto
O’Brien Clan Site | Family Crest, Motto, History, Surname
Welcome to all bearing the name Geoghegan, Geoghan, Gehegan, Gahagan, Gohagan, Gohegan,
Cohagan, Cohegan, Gahegan, Gaghegen, Gaffigan, Gavigan, Gavaghan, Gavagan ...
Geoghegan Clan
to show Highland soldiers - no doubt mercenaries - in the army of Gustavus Adolphus and wearing a
clearly identified tartan philamhor - the great kilt.. The next important milestone in the history of
tartan was the 1745 rebellion ending with the Battle of Culloden in 1746 and the following genocide
in the highlands.
The History of Scottish Tartan & Clan Tartans, Scotland ...
Clan Timeline Last updated 25 January 2010 14:02:32 “No family in Europe beneath the rank of
royalty boasts a higher antiquity, a nobler illustration, or a more romantic interest than that of St.
Clair”
Clan Sinclair History
Sept and Clan. The terms clan and sept have often been confused. Ireland never had a well
developed clan system like Scotland. "Sept" is more appropriate as a collective term describing a
group of persons or immediate ancestors who bore a common surname and inhabited the same
territory.
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Clan Kinney Association. Kinney history and genealogy.
Home > History > Lindsay family History of the Lindsay family. The Scottish House of Lindsay, of
which the current Earl of Crawford and Balcarres is chief, was founded by Sir Walter de Lindsay, by
1116.
Clan Lindsay AUS - history of Lindsay family
Official site of the Clan Macrae Society in Scotland. EILEAN DONAN The Macraes were the
Constables of Eilean Donan Castle. Magnificently situated at the meeting of three lochs - Loch Long,
Loch Alsh and Loch Duich - and enclosed by steep sided mountain shores, Eilean Donan today is
one of the most romantic and easily recognised castles in Scotland.
The history of Clan Macrae in Scotland
After the death of arguably the most powerful Breifne King, the O Ruairc clan entered an unstable
era. With the arrival of the Normans and the English many of the old kingdoms in Ireland were
demolished and new alliances formed.
O'Rourke History – Origin Of O'Rourke Name
Genealogy information for 29 generations (nine centuries) of Border Clan Scott, whose members
include poet and novelist Sir Walter Scott. Researched by Les Buckalew.
Border Clan Scott - History and Genealogy
- Anderson/MacAndrew "Son of Andrew" originally signified a devotee of the patron saint of
Scotland, St Andrew.It was the 8th most frequent surname at the General Register Office in 1995.
Andrew is also a popular forename in Scotland.
Anderson/MacAndrew Clan History - Rampant Scotland
The O'Sullivan clan or sept has a long and proud history in Ireland's past. The O'Sullivan Family
History tells a story of how the O'Sullivans developed as a strong Irish Sept.
The Family History of the O’Sullivan Clan
History Origins. According to Alexander Mackenzie, the Clan Chisholm is of Norman and Saxon
origin. Tradition stating that the Chisholms were a Norman family who arrived in England after the
conquest of 1066., the original surname being De Chese to which the Saxon term "Holme" was
added. According to the Collins Scottish Clan & Family Encyclopedia the Chisholm name was known
in the Scottish ...
Clan Chisholm - Wikipedia
Clan Gordon Gòrdanach (Singular), Na Gòrdanaich (Collective) Crest: Issuant from a crest coronet
Or a stag's head (affrontée) Proper attired with ten tines Or Motto Bydand (abiding, steadfast, an
adjectival use of the Middle Scots present participle of bide or a contraction of the Scots phrase
'Bide and Fecht,' meaning "Stay and Fight".) Animo non Astutia (By Courage not by craft) Slogan An
...
Clan Gordon - Wikipedia
- MacDuff/Duff. The Gaelic word "dubh" meaning "black" is the origin of the name Duff which thus
goes back further than recorded history. There was a king of Alba named Duff in the 10th century.
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